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Culture, architecture and fine 
Bolognese fare are high on the 

agenda in this Italian city 
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t ell people that you have family in 
Bologna and, if they’ve any interest 
in food, they’re likely to come over 
all misty-eyed and go to their food-
filled happy place. For if people 

know the northern italian city of Bologna at all, 
it’s for one thing: its cuisine – closely followed by 
its left-wing political history and its educational 
heritage. the capital of the emilia-romagna 
region even has three nicknames attesting to this 
intriguing mix: la grassa (the fat), la rossa (the red), 
and la dotta (the learned), and they play a huge 
part in the day-to-day lives of the Bolognese.

they will devote as much time to finding the 
perfect crescentine (filled flattened dough balls) 
as they will to engaging with local politics, and 
argue as passionately about them as they  
will national education bills. 

For the visitor, food, education and political 
history combine to create a city whose 
architectural highlights are on a par with Florence, 
whose lifestyle is vibrant and cultured, whose 
100-plus museums are thoughtful, eclectic and 
eccentric, and whose restaurants serve arguably 
the best food in northern italy. it’s no wonder 
that, in 2011, daily business newspaper Il Sole 24 
Ore ranked Bologna best for quality of life in a 
comparison of 107 italian cities. 

Such an achievement is the result of carefully 
considered development and the preservation 
and nurturing of a civilisation that began 
more than 3000 years ago with the arrival of 
the etruscans. But it was the 11th century that 
really shaped the city. it acquired its current 
name then, courtesy of the conquering Gauls, 
but more importantly, in 1088, it also acquired 
a law school and the reputation as a centre of 
learning and culture that it retains to this day. 
Many of its historical buildings also retain a 
feature attributable to the influx of those drawn 
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here by such culture. By the 15th century, so 
great was the population growth that families 
were required to enlarge their homes by 
extending the first floor out over the streets and 
underpinning them, first with wooden columns 
(a lovely example is still visible at palazzo Grassi, 
on the corner of Via albiroli), then later with 
brick, marble and even concrete ones. the result 
today is streets of elegant porticoes that act as 
vast umbrellas and parasols under which the 
Bolognese convivially gather. these, combined 
with a predominance of red brick, and classically 
elegant and perfectly proportioned piazzas and 
palaces, make the city quite special, with the 
centuries of civilisation revealing themselves to 
visitors literally layer by layer. 

the city’s main square, piazza Maggiore, is 
a great example of this, its buildings spanning 
400 years of architecture and encompassing a 
dizzying array of styles. Giambologna’s exuberant 
16th-century fountain of neptune, on the 
northern side of the square, with its bronze 
statue of the naked god of the sea, surrounded 
by four buxom nymphs, is tempered by the 
beautiful renaissance palazzo del podestà 
alongside it. across the square from here is 
the gigantic Church of San petronio – the sixth 
largest church in the world, and one whose 
history spans many hundreds of years. 

From here, it’s an easy walk to Bologna’s most 
famous landmark. of the 20 or so remaining 
medieval towers in a city whose skyline was 
once made up of more than a hundred, the torri 
pendenti, or leaning towers, are undoubtedly 
the standout example. encircled by rumbling 
traffic, they lean towards each other as though 

for protection, managing to look calmly dignified 
despite the fact that the smaller of the two, 
Garisenda, leans more than than 3m off the 
vertical. at just under 100m, the taller asinelli 
is twice the height of its neighbour, and can be 
climbed via 498 narrow, vertigo-inducing steps 
for stunning rooftop views. on solid ground 
and just a few steps away from the towers, the 
abbazia di Santo Stefano baptistry complex 
has the same effect, albeit on a more intimate 
scale. Modelled on seven holy sites in Jerusalem, 
it spans nine centuries (from the 5th to the 
14th) and is another example of the fascinating 
architectural variety that characterises the city. 

You could come to Bologna and spend the 
entire time in churches, but it is far better to lose 
yourself in its jumble of streets and alleys, such as 
those clustered around the beautiful timber-
beamed 12th-century portico of Casa isolani, or 
the Jewish quarter in which the two towers are 
located. Here you can catch occasional glimpses 
of the city’s underground canals, and even the 
glitzy designer shops lining Strada Maggiore and 
Via dell’indipendenzia. But it’s in the Quadrilatero, 
an enclave of streets (including Via drapperie, Via 
Caprarie, Via pescherie Vecchie and Via Clavature) 
just off the piazza Maggiore, and centred around 
the site of the old medieval market, that you will 
find the stuff that makes this city’s heart beat 
faster. Here, there are shops (known as botteghe) 
filled to the brim with wonderful food, their 
glass-fronted cases, chiller cabinets and outside 
displays piled high and spilling over with the 
most tempting-looking salumi (cold meats), 
dairy produce, fresh filled tortellini and all kinds 
of fruit and vegetables. to visit la grassa and not 

FIVe PLAceS TO  
eAT ANd drINk  
LIke A LOcAL

TrATTOrIA LA MONTANArA 
The place for some of the best 
cucina Bolognese in the city. Start 
with crescentine con salumi – little 
fried pillows of dough that are 
delicious, and usually eaten with 
local cold cuts and Parmesan cheese. 
trattorialamontanara.com; 
+39 051 221583

OSTerIA deL SOLe 
Bologna is famous for its osteria, or 
traditional taverns, and this is a great 
one. It would win no prizes for its 
looks, and it serves no food (you buy 
that in the surrounding Quadrilatero 
botteghe), but this old tavern serves 
the best selection of wine in town.  
osteriadelsole.it; +39 347 9680171

TrATTOrIA deL rOSSO 
If you’re on a budget, this place has 
a great atmosphere and friendly 
service, and you can eat a great dish 
from the menu del giorno for 10 euros. 
The a la carte menu is affordable too. 
The adventurous might want to give 
tripe a go, but we’d plump for the 
gramigna (a type of pasta) with local 
sausage. trattoriadelrosso.com; 
+39 051 236730 

cOLAZIONe dA BIANcA
Bologna is full of lovely bars 
and pasticcerie; and this one is 
consistently good. Try a bombolone – 
a doughnut filled with crème anglais 
– with a rich hot chocolate (and 
don’t miss the Bar Pasticceria Santo 
Stefano, just two doors away).  
+39 051 5884425 

TrATTOrIA ANNA MArIA  
With an emphasis on the freshest of 
ingredients, Anna Maria does not 
fail to impress you with her lovingly 
prepared traditional dishes, especially 
the divine Tagliatelle al ragù.
trattoriaannamaria.com 
+39 051 266894 

Above (left to right): Artisan salami 
producer davide Simoni of Salumeria 
Simoni; tortellini in brodo, or tortellini 
in broth. Opposite: the 16th-century 
Neptune fountain in Piazza Maggiore

You Could CoMe to BoloGna and Spend tHe entire 
tiMe in CHurCHeS, But it iS Far Better to loSe 
YourSelF in itS JuMBle oF StreetS and alleYS 
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NATIONAL ArT
The impressive art collection at the 
Pinocoteca Nazionale, or National 
Art Gallery of Bologna, spans 500 
years of important Emilian art. 
pinacotecabologna.beniculturali.it

A LeSSON IN ANATOMy
The 1563 Palazzo Archiginnasio 
houses the 17th-century Teatro 

Anatomico, an anatomy/lecture hall 
that exists as a testament to the study 
of anatomy and a reminder that the 
world’s first public dissection was 
performed in the city in 1315 by 
local physician Mondino de Liuzzi. 
archiginnasio.it

reLIGIOuS ScuLPTureS
Santa Maria della Vita church, where 

Niccolo dell’Arcas’s wonderful 
terracotta statues look remarkably 
contemporary, and bring to mind  
Dr Who’s eerie angel statues.  
+39 051 236245

BOLOGNA’S hISTOry
The newly opened Museum of the 
History of Bologna in Palazzo Pepoli 
tells you everything you need to 

know about this fascinating city, via 
a free English-language audio guide. 
genusbononiae.it

TAkeAwAy TreATS 
At Tamburini, the best bottegha  
in town, buy beautifully packaged 
gifts for friends; and at Culatello, 
prosciutto and a selection of its 90 
cheeses for yourself. +39 051 234726

FIVe ThINGS NOT TO MISS 
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CSMa Club members can enjoy a stay at the aC Hotel Bologna by 
Marriott for only £60* per room, per night including breakfast, with 
approved partner lastminute.com – a saving of over 20 per cent, which 
includes your 10 per cent CSMa Club member discount. located near 
Bologna’s historic centre this comfortable hotel offers a variety of 
facilities including a bar, restaurant, gym and sauna.  

to book, visit csmaclub.co.uk/lastminute 
*For Ts & Cs, see page 127. 

Save over 20 per cent with CSMa Club!

BeST BOLOGNeSe 
dISheS & deLIcAcIeS

Strozapreti
Ropes of pasta made with flour, 
water, Parmesan cheese and egg 
whites beaten together.

CiCCioli
These dainty Bolognese versions of 
pork scratchings, made using goose 
or pig fat, go well with a glass of wine.

SteCChi fritti alla 
bologneSe
Skewers of nuts, veal or pork, chicken 
livers, sausage, tongue, truffles, and 
cheese, fried in breadcrumbs. 

tortellini in brodo
Tiny ravioli filled with pork, nutmeg, 
Parmesan, mortadella and prosciutto 
served in a beef and chicken broth. 

CertoSino 
A loaf-shaped sweet bread made 
with honey, nuts, jam and chocolate, 
usually served at Christmas.

a bologneSe no-no…
There is no such thing as spaghetti 
Bolognese. Instead, there’s tagliatelle 
al Ragú: silky pasta strips smothered 
in meat and tomato sauce.  

indulge in the local passion for food would be to 
miss the point of the city entirely 

one great way to experience that passion 
when visiting the city is to arrange to eat in a 
local home, a long-held and growing trend in the 
city. prospective hosts, or cesarine – a word that 
doesn’t directly translate, but broadly speaking 
means mamma, to acknowledge that this way of 
enjoying food is all about celebrating mamma's 
traditional home cooking  – register with the 
nationwide Home Food organisation (homefood.
it). once approved, they’re able to host small 
dinner parties in their homes, serving traditional 
Bolognese feasts that are perfect approximations 
of big family get-togethers, with perfect home-
cooked food to match and lots of advice, tips and 
discussion about the produce, the cooking and 
the provenance of dishes. 

the dialogue depends to a large degree on the 
cesarine’s level of english, but communicating 
via gestures, expression, appreciative sounds and 
pidgin english/italian is all part of the fun; and 
definitely provides a good idea of an authentic 
italian family dining experience. 

a typical meal might include homemade 

crescentine and cured sausages, fresh egg pasta 
with a silky rich ragù meat sauce, veal cutlets 
(though more often pork) fried in breadcrumbs 
and parmesan and served with fried potatoes, 
baked tomatoes and onions, chocolate pudding 
with a creamy zabaglione ice-cream centre and 
homemade almond biscuits served with coffee. 
it's a rich diet and one centred around meat and 
dairy, in contrast to the cucina povera of southern 
italian cuisine. But if the food is lavish, prices are 
anything but; at 40 euros for a meal such as the 
one described here the cost is probably on a 
par with prices at good restaurants, but for  
the experience and tips alone, Home Food  
meals are worth every cent. 

even if you are only here for a few days, to dine 
in someone’s home affords a real insight into this 
most refined of cities – and will hopefully take 
you to your very own food-filled happy place.

ARCA L'Italiano a Bologna (arca-bologna.com) 
runs language holidays and courses with an 
emphasis on learning Italian through activities 
and Italian cultural and social life. For tourist 
information, visit bolognawelcome.it

Above (left to right): The Museum 
of the history of Bologna; a student 
enjoys an ice-cream; the upmarket 
Piazza cavour shopping parade
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